**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

1. **Prepare Inside Face of Door for Device.**
   - See device directions for locations of Vert. and Device Ref. Centerlines.

2. **Prepare Outside Face of Door for Trim.**
   - Transfer Vert. And Device Ref. Centerlines from Inside Face to Outside Face of Door. Be sure Vert. Centerline is Parallel to Edge of Door.
   - Locate and prepare all holes as indicated.

3. **Install Cylinder to Trim (If Required).**
   - For F-911-R devices, insert sexbolts into two holes prior to installing trim.

4. **Install Trim.**
   - Bottom pull mounting:
     - 1/4"-20x2-1/4" FPHMS Finish Washer
   - Top two mounting studs:
     - Are thru-bolted to device when device is installed.

5. **Cut Cylinder Tailpiece (If Required) so that it projects 1/8" to 3/16" from the skin of door.**

6. **Install Device on Door per Device Instructions.**

---

**FOR HEIGHT FROM FINISHED FLOOR, REFER TO DEVICE TEMPLATE**

**FOR BACKSET, REFER TO DEVICE TEMPLATE**